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2. Number 1, Mark III Predictor, South African National Museum of History, Johannesburg
3. Hubot Rick and Therese in episode 8, Äkta Människor (2012)
4. Olympia and Nathaniel, *Der Sandmann* (1816)
5. Television imagined
6. The newly activated replica of boyfriend Ash with Martha in “Be right back!”, *Black Mirror* (2013)
8. Gulliver, Yahoo and Houyhnhnm

“And when I began to consider, that by copulating with one of the yahoos I had become a parent of more, it struck me with the utmost shame, confusion, and horror... I here take final leave of all my readers... to behold my figure often in a glass, and thus, if possible, habituate myself by time to tolerate the sight of a human creature...."
9. Not this — but this!
10. Recognition

Formerly hostile Matilde and hubot Anita, Äkta Människor

Unnamed human and a bonobo, from the cover of Frans de Waal, *De Bonobo en de tien geboden* (2013)
11. Replica Ash in the loft with the photographs & other memorabilia

Not the end!